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ABSTRACT

A procedure followed ini modifying a NIKE-AJ!AX nvunt.for, use With,
an optical trackingste i rsented in, this -report. Some aspects of
the'required cleandp,-and servicing-procedure are covere2, mnda adia-
cue sion. of -the, coMplete-control system design i included., Tracking
err~ors, resulting from -he-servo--design and- rnontnonliinearltdegi Aae
discussed both in reference. to, the design,, as- welI as; in reference -to the
resii of actual tests. An- attempt has- biebn made to~kdep the dismission,
as general as Oossible- in order, to allow maximium future use of tle,
7.iformationL--obtai'ned .from this. modification.
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Soction I. ItITIODUCT1O64

I For -most tracking applicati6as, either optica1.,or.otItervie
AV ~a mount-is needed to, positioas the trackinig device. The mount iij nor -mally-used as a componenit of an, automatic tracking ste ne sch

application for the lSUKE-A3AX mount is the- Optical Frequeny,. Radar
for Which the modification and dediga discussed here~were. perform ed.

Themuniusedforthiparticular application had been ouit of serV-
Ice and in need- of repair forsome tix-he before it Was chosen to be incor-
porated into a tracker. Several changes were Iiecessary to;Allow
trackihg accuracies of 1, milliradian or Less. in addition, maintenance

AN on 'the mechaanicai parts of the mount waA necessary to obtaiin maximii-
performance.

A P~or' most tracker, applic~ations, th~e mount, would probablye be oper,-
ated fromA a remote location. iordei to operate the mounti'rom a
remote loc ation,, appiopriete safety features -musf~be included in the,
sev~n-cntrol systeni.design.

fly
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Section fiL 6ENERAL NISCSSIONH

IXt is hecessaiy toL become compltl aia iheeyui
oi,,a aystem in ordIer to successfully complete a 'disired inodificaton,
To underst; nd' the operation of old' equipf. nt'where little p'ublibied
mater0al'is, available, it is often.neceisary to test. ea h.unit'to detrmine
its tra. fer characteristics., Enough tests mnust be-complete to compare
pretir tpoerformance, with the desired -performance of-, compohn~ts, of -the

In .some, instances, the d'esired~performnance is not known compleptely;
or, asin the-case discussed in this teport,, #th general specifiatipsuch
-as ma.x :imum required% angular rate and maximum tracking accuracy.. , a
given, but-thi - ransfer function of the basic mount Is unkn own'. In such
as situation, itsnot -known whether. the mount can be compensated 1to
meet the peprformance specification, The- mathematical model must then,
be'obtained before proceeding further. This, in theory at least, is, sim'.
ple. The tranifer function'of the soparate blocks, might be found in a
handbook and the' overafl transfer function- found by cascading the sepa-
rate blocks. A proc'edure 'such as this might iesult in altranufer f*nction
,With ~t~eie same form as the actual systemi,, but the several const ants

necessary to acdcomnplish a successful, design are difficult, If not impos-
isible, Pbbobtin from theory and, a handbbok alone. From a piaeticalI
standpoint,'.tie approach most often used to obtain a mathematical model.
of a pystem. is the- frequiency response method. This- is done ~by inserting
an i'nput of'known'frequeny aftd amplitude into the system to be' tested,
Theoutput amplitude and",hise are then comnpared with the input, anda

Bode plot, is' made. From the Bode plot an:approximate transfer function
is written, by knowing Laplace transforms and- the, slope -and'phase shift
contibution of each typical term. One check as to theacryofti
first' approximation is tocompare its ampfltude~ and phase plot with 'th'ose
ob tined from h'the ac,;,dtual system. A. fuither- helpful check is to, program
*he aproximate transfer' function on an-analog, computer and t opr
"its step respqonse with Vthe actual aystein step response. If both ,the fre-
qtley response and step response fdii-the theoretical and actua sys-
tems compare favorably, thev'a high degrae of confidence may be placed
In the, proposed ttansfer function.

In manyI cases, 'the first approx~nate ,transfer function 's not. close
enough f1r desi&gn purposes. The analog, simiulation miay beb used, to aid
the, eterinlxiati6n of a more exact tranisfer functio' 'By -varyink the

Ma ad breakpofuts of thie numeratorAnd,-denoinAor trs
"best-match," may be. obtaihied'foe the'ar#Wa step response.

1z/
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The trahsfer function is then wvrittein for the mhodlied Simulation,

aud a new frequency r~esponse in, plotted lor, this theoretical 4ranshfb
funxction. In- met, casdes, the ftequenc 'y response will, agre*'if the -step-

response "is in close agreement. It is izot ineces satilyltUl that 1he'step
responme-WilC match- lthe two frequeney rsponses .agree,

N> 3C C



tSiction i. PhYSI L PROBLEMS,

lSmall physical problems often cause trouble with ,the actual

determination of the frequency response. One such problem to b.e con-
sidered is tle determination of the open loop transfer function. in many
case, the open loop transfer function has Ine-,or more free poles at the4irigino If two'or more free poles, are present athe origini., the, ire-
quency response dta should, be taken -fr ,the closed, lbop syztem and

coniverted, by us of a Nichol's chart. or other iuitable xnean , to open
loop form. Inaccuracies are always -introducedwhen such coaversions
are made but, in many cases, this, is the-wily means of o.btainimg open
loop data. Whenever _possible, it.is better to measure open loop, data
directly.

Some of the unexpected #yrbblems which were encountered pit the
actual mount, before satisfa,.tory frequency response datacouldbe

obtained, involved modification ;nd checkbut of the mechanical, as Well
as the electricail,comAnents. A briefdiscussion of some-of these prob-
lems is contained in the Appendix.

0 '
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SectionlYV. SYST40 TRANSFER ~ANTO

After the system had been :placed In gorxd qperAting, dondition,jthe data for the prelimninry fr.0quency, response .of,,each, ,uittb1'f the
system. Were taken

Figure I shows thezamplitude, response for ,the angle modulator alvlinei
The~amplitude response for -the preamplifier is shown in Figure 2,
although the, open loop is not _used for the pr eam~plifier and',pqwer,
afhplifier.

Linearity checks, were alto madepqn Ihe- mfajor~c copents of-the
control loop. Output versus inpu tsermdeortengexd-
lator and preahplifier.Figures,3,ad 4 shwthe.111nearitv plots 16r. the.

ifile-mo-izato ap~peai~plir.e-spectivelvi The information fromli
th-~sefigreswasusd-tensre he-in~ak-opi~toiiofeach conmpooaent.

With th~esse operating linearly. and .A~s near peak performance
as 'poszibl'e, amplitude and, phasexnieasurements for the Bode plot were
taken for both the azimuth.and elevration axes., D)ata -for, the azixiiuth axis
Bode -plot -are plotted in- -Figure 5, and similar data for -the eeainai
ire' sho-W-4 nFigure 6. From these plots appkokiimate transferlunetions
were chosen. ThesO are given as:

1) 'F~st.'guessazimuth axis transfer;.Unction'

2 0

2) gFirt guess elevation axis transfer functioni

In order to che~ck the- approximnate transfer functions, theoretical Bode
Plots were male for, the, chosien transfer functions. Although, these-,plots
Were -not identical, the differences indicated' that,,a "~good mhatch" was
found, with'-the firs t 'us rnfe~fnton. 4~scussed, earlier, a.

guCs trnse lnis

-7 7 77 7'
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comparison of the chosen transfer function step response-With the mount

step response is necessary before the-chosen transfer function can be,
accepted, as being accurate enough for destgn purposeS.,

To compare the two step response plots, the app"oximate transfer

afunction was programmed on an nalogcomputer. The step response

of the System. simulated: on the analog computer was then compared with,
the mount step response plotted directly from the mount. ihe first
guess transfer functions erred more than is desirable for a good design,
even though the Bode plot indicated a "good match." Using the .simu a-

"tion of the approximate system, a ,better ,match was ,obtained by varying,
the transfer function constants until the step redpdnse of the simulated
system rmost nearly matched the at'tual mount step response. The new
constants were then read from the computer and inserted into the approx-
imiatetransfer function, and another Bode plot was mide. This new
Bode plot was found to agree closely with the actual onunt Bode plot.
The compared step response curves for the new matched transfer fun c-
tion are shown in Figtir,-s 7 and 8. -Bode plots of the twoare shown in
figures 9 and 10, By uOng both, the Bode plot and the step :response,
a "good match" was obtained. Thehew transfer functions are given as-

1) Azimuth, axis, transfer function

G(S) 0( . 66
'( - R. +!I'

.) Elevation axis transfer function

G(5 )= o-256O)s (. -+7. -(b +')

G (S

.- 2.
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Section V. 'COMPENSAtION DESIGN

Using the transfer functions jeri-fdd above, frequency responise
techniiques were used- to design the. needed- qcompensation. In obrdv to
carry out the design properly, the followfig~gomeral perfopmance Speci-

fications *ere assumed: 4 o6 ere

1) Phase Margin40t:6 eos
2) Bandwidth 3t 8 radians/196c
3) Maximuin Mp_(Servo Desiign Paramneter) 1.5

the dynarnic trackiing error to a unit acceleration input-vwas. not to
exceed' 1 nilliradian. The maximum angulartradking, rate was to be
mokrethan 10 dere/e.The last spiificafftid di~~tiAdInthf;
bandwidth specification, 'but the relationship -between thetwo specifica..
tions is vague in some cases. While maintaining an angular rate of 10'
degrees/sec minimum, the bandwidth specification rnus t'be kept in mind.
The bandwidth will probably limit the maximum z.ngular rate to a value
below 20 degrees/sec.

These specifications-are helpful duiking the design stage, but the
maximum error specification is the most imiportant froni a praotical,
standpoint, sinci the tritcking error -of the mnount will Aeterrine-t-t;6oi
accuracy 6f~the tracking system. Therefore, when-testiig lhe compefl.

stdsystein to determine if it will meet ttc -d~fiaios it is onl
necessary to test the system using.a 'oe as inu9n-eauig
error. For other applicati-eCn this might not be true, but for -the need
here, it is sufficient.

In addition to specificationsi, other, considerations Were noted before,
the final design was started' Tries eemd of" sevea ye ic
pe nsation before the designx discussed here was selected as the most
desirable.

'It was decided that, active compenpation would be used. With active
compenisation, the -operational amplifier limitatiens -Xnust be. considered.
On some conventional lead4 or lag compensation, uing operation am~pli-
fiers, cagpacitive loadinig bec 'omes a seiidus problem. A capacitcr con-

nectd eiher rom heotut to ground or fromr the input to the summin

juftction on an~operation amplifier will have a loW impedance at' some
frequency. Whena frequency is 3reached wheretIhe imnpedaace is low

17t



C-

enough to cause excessive, current to b6 drawn -from am' mplie
oscillations will usaIoccur wihptuzrate all: amplifiers conneoted

~ with the, one which is overloaded.

Compensation,, using a technique described in 'several landbookaj,
ai-in eliminating this probleam. The loading pp-blem is avoided.~

designing the coinipensatiorizetworks: with a resistor, in seriea. wtith Ml-'
capacitors. Figure 11I shows the ~general diagram and general equaidOns-
for such a- compensation network. The compensation~ was dsigned usinfg
straight line Bode plots. Parameters,, necessary tq-cornpensateithe'

*system to m-eet the specifica.tions, were inserted, on the -plots. IThe, com--j pensation network constants were- read from ,te straight. 11ne, plots After
3 the theoretical compensated system. was checked to ensure That the,

* specifications had 'been met. The actual. de sign Iwol~ved,,a rough, guess,
design, plus a trial and error- final design-to 'find, a- best set' of networ,;k
constaints,

'C j V

ed I(+R4C2 S \(+ (Put+ i, 1 '
enm R 1 4A (R+ R QSI V I + /-

eo (1 + TS) (1+ 'r 3 S)

RI

C'T 3  (RI + Ri) C1., T 4 Ra Cj

Figure 11. General Form of Corijpensation'Network

18-



The system. desigx was carried out uing the etror wihvbad
on a unit acceleration input, becausc -this input ~simulAtedt the, aotjigal ip%
as closely as. was- pra tical using ptazndard inp qt. Aasung uthat the
mrount position ~ptentiorneters. are linear,, and that the-efftct- of,'theoold
on the potenttiomneter is negligible# 'the, I iraix iaiu trackn
qrror-maybe related to the error coefficients -of the s~ystemn, as dim;.,
cussd in the followingp pragraphs

* -4If, a potentiomnet"Ir supply-VOltage of -*10 volts dc is-assunie& thcnm
t for 360 ,degrees o6f angular traVel, the degrees of volts, ratio wpuld- he 18,

degrees/volt. This 'is approximately 0.,3- millikaidfan/mlfolt.oit In ,this,
particular case, a 2'=-millivolt (approximately -0. 6- miliradimY maxiao M
error was chosen for- simplicity.- To-~adhieve, this -tracking~pttor for a,

* I ~~~unit acceleration input, azerko error foraunteoc~iptczcd;
f Otherwise,- the lIoop gain re~quirement would be high enoughsto inAke, corn.,

per'sation nearly imipossiible. The basic, uncompensited, ssem'a
oily one- pole at -the origin. To design aa system "ith zer 0irrt a
unit velocity ftkput, two poles at the origin are necessary. Therefore,

- ~ an integratoiri aut -be added 0 the medtrei oo efr tedei&a
-tiued Wih.the inegrat-or added, '; finite error will exist for a.unit

acceleration, input. This finite error is related to the acceleration,
coefficient by:

10. -0 0 Volt (for th~is cas e)- if the tsystemiihas- unity -fOedbacki

For the particular case unoer conisideration here, the caccekeratih n
*coefficient (Ka) was found to be 500 for a ,maximumii tracking error of

-0. 6 rilliradian.I The actual design for the, aiimuth axis gave a convenient vOalue. for
the acceleration coefficieit of Ka=440. For this value of Ka, the' theo-.
-retical maximum tracking- error is 0..0923' volt'. When this is convertqad
to an equivalent angle, the maximum error is, 0. 7-milliradian.

the predicted perf6rmaxce for the compensated, alzimuth, axis is
given by the following values:,

I)1). Phase Ma4rgin - -56,,degrees
2,)- Bandwidth - 4.5 radians"/sec
3) Mp - -1.4

19t



the azimuth, axis com.pensation ne~ftworc. transfer funOtion is:

74-.

Compensation of the elevation axis was fdund to. be, relatively simple
since the same compensation network gave the desired results with~ only
an -addition 6P, 164 gain. The pr edicted perfotmanc 6 for- the -comnpens ated
elev;ation axis is glxven by the fof-lowing vMlues:

1) Phase Margin- 65 degrees
2) Bandwidth ~ 6radians-/sec
3)- Mp 1

the transfer functiori for the elevation ~axis ~compensation. n~twork- is:

I ~1+ + 44 10

G TV

202

+1 -r- ' - -

4: +
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f.

This, djsc 6idoi incluldes a deocription of the actual. control cIr - I ,
cutits and their operation. The- conitrol circuits include the- compensatio,
circuit, as -well; as, tircuiits for mode conatrol, safety, -0nd Wdk.

The primary power for the :eelay control circuits: is- Z& volts -dc.,
Other external, power required inicludes 12 volts rrns,. 400, cps , 115
volts ac, 60- cps. All other power, is, obtained from_ self -contained pDower
supplies.

In Figure 13 the mode control logic, along- withi parts- bf the safety
circuitry,is shown. When power is applied 'to the rel4y logic circuits,,
tall relayr coils, except K5, are left..in the thede-entergized state, until
the, mode1 push button, is pressed. By connecting.,power directly .through.
contact (3/3' to the -coil -of, k5, the system, will al*Ays- be n the manual
mode when poower is first applied or, anytime, when X3 is, deenergized.
'Relay 1(3 Is, energized ofily ',vhen the. syqtemi is in, -the automatic, mode.

The notation- 21(0 means th-at two 1( re~lays are ,,useda to provide the
-necesbary nuimbei of-confadts. To -placethe~q ste inhe automatic
mode,, the push button control, either local -or remote, is- pushed& The-
push button energizes relay 40., Contacts on KO0 activate.,the coilsi of
X(7,. KA, and 1(3. Power -ale9 i&, connected to.theautomaticizxt'ons the
remotep~Anel. Relays, K7, KA,, and 1(3, as well, as the automatic light,
Are- locked in through 1-I iiz at5/L The logic circhitiy ,is now in tlhe
automatic mode,, 'When the push button is rel eased, 'the system remains
in the au~omatic-mode, but relay K4 is energized-through 4O/3, 1(3/2
and K(5/,2. Relay K4 is, lockedT in throu h. contacts, X112, andjK6/Z. to
return-to the manual mode, the push -button is again pushed. lont~
KG/Z ehergfzes. relays KS5 through K4/3, RelayK aogwithtemna
light is locked'on through K3/3 which wat closed When.KS was energized.
When- KS picked ap, it also'deenergized' the automatic, Iightand, the- coils
ofKXA and KT. Aui the button is re~leased again, K(6 is energized through
KOIZ, 1(UL/Z and X,5/3. R~elay K6 locks in through 1(6/1- and K-3/L.
Energizing JK6 releases 1(4,_ and the, system is ready to start another
cycle. Relays K(7, KA, and 1(3 are the automatic track relays. Relay
KS- is the manual track relay. Contacts, fromi K7, KA, and.K-3 are used
to shift the tracking circuits firm the martua mode to the automatic-
mode and back to te manual mode.

In Figure -14 the contral cik :uit for- the eleva#ion axis is shown. In
the manual mode, 1(713 into amplifier one is closed. This- qornects- the
stick elevation- outptTt through the elevation gain potentiometer to the
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integrator circuit around .amplifier one. The position aigtil from the,
-___ ,stick is converted to a rate signal by the integration. Contacts KA/Z

and KC/3 connect the rate signal to the input ofamplifier two. The out-
put of implifier two is used to drive the elevation axis of the moun. *A
pc .%aniometer pickoff fur.aishes mount position information to amplifier
two throughKA/3. When the system is switched to the automatic mode,
-the stick is disconnected from the integrator and- connected to ground bV
K7/3; The integrator is switched to accept an initia. condition by X7/4.,

U This operation allows the mount position to be stored at the output of the
integrator whenever the system is in either the automatic or the cage
mode. By storing this information, a, smooth, switch may 'be made back
to the manual mode at anytime. ContactKA/Z connects the, tracker out-

v putinplace of the integrator output, and KA/3 disconnects the'potenti-
ometer from amplifier two and ties it through a IOK resistor to ground.

The azimuth axis operation is the same, except for ,the slow return
network, consisting of KC/4 and the TI-622 diodes. This network will
be discussed as part of the caging circuit.

Relay KAU is a sensitive relay to be operated by'the digital logic
circuitry. When the digital logic determines that donditions have been
met for a successful automatic track,, relay KAU is turned on for about
200 milliseconds and then off. Contact KAU-11dlsed the push button

j, circuit through KM/l, and the system is placed in the automatic mode.
When the - 4 gital logic determines that conditions are~nolonger favorable
for the automatic track, relay KM is turned on for about 200 miilisec-
onds and then off. This closes KM/Z while opening KM/I.. With KAO/1,
and KM/2 closed, KUL is picked up, atd K 5 is energized through K4/3.
Thus, the system is placed in the manual mode in a 'sequence similar

A, to push button operation.

To manually cage the mount, the manual cage switch is operated,
energizing relays KC, KB, and K7. The azimuth control circuitis shown
in Figure 15. With relays KC, KB, KUL, and KTpicked up, theazimuth
integrator is switched to accept an initial condition from the mount azi-
muth position potentiometer, as described earlier. Contact KB/l dis-
connects the normal input from amplifier four. At the same time, KB/I
connects a preset cage voltage to amplifier four input, The mount pro-

ceeds to null out to the preset cage position. Once the desired cage
position is reached, the system may be switched back to manual opera-
tion. A signal is applied to KUL whenever the system is caged; there.Li fore, when the caging tperation is complete, the system will always be
in the manual mode. Manual caging occurs in the same sequence for
both axes, except for the operation of the slow return network, men-tioned earlier. Due to the high mass and large angle of'traviel of the
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azimuth axis, it is -undesirable to. allow this axis to. cage at a high angu-.
lar rate. To prevent thiSdhigh rate, the TI-622-diodeo are connected

C back-tu-back across amplifier four, whenever the system is caging.

Two sets of microswitches areused, to activ-te the bafety -circuits..
As shown, in Figure 13, the -first set of switches connects Z8 volts dc to
'the limit override switch on the remote panel. If either of the first set.
of' microswitches is closed Whil the limit override switch is closed,,
relays KT, KC, KB, KUL, and K7, alongwith the 'limit light, are ener-
gized. Then,the system starts an automatic cage ,sequence and contimues
the sequence until KT times out. At this time, KT picks up relay KQ,
and the system automatically retu.ens to the rmanual. mode. It is not
necessary for ,the rhicroswitches to remain closed throughout the
sequence, since the cage system. is lockedin through KQi and KC/i'.
When the sequence is completed and KQ/1, and K3/4 are closed, the
ready light will appear, indicating that the system is -now finished caging.
It is in the manual mode, and KQ-is 'again deenergized.

A second set of microswitches' is shown in Figure 15. Ifthe nici.O-

switches are all closed, the mount :eset buton may he pressed, to pick
up relay KE"through the mount stop switch. When the mvunt reset button
'is released, 'relay K-Eowill remainr-energized through -K-E/oZ if the mount
28 volts dc is on. With, KE energized, the dc power switchma be
closedto place the mount in. a ready condition. Both.the mount ready
light on the remote panel and the dc power light on the mount indicate

the ready condition when all ne.cessary operations have been,performed.
When any part of this circuit fails, the dc power is removed from, the
mount while the excitation andthe high performance amplifier are left ener-
gized'. The excitation and the power amplifier provide breaking action whzi
the dc power is removed. An emergency stop is provided for manual
operation on the remote panel by the mount stop switch. Relay KN
applies a cage signal Ahenever this stop circuit indicates trouble.

A diagram of the compensati6n network for both axes is shown in
Figure 16.- As noted earlier, the samenetwork was used for the eleva-
tion axis, 'except that'the gain was. increased to the value shown in the
compensated syst'm transfer function, included in Section V.

7ener diqdes 'Were used, on all operational arplifiers to prevent,
amplifier overload. Any of several types may be used, provided that

C i the ones chosen limit the voltage to 8 to 10 volts. Although these diodes
are not shown on the diagrams included in this report, they were
installed back-to-back across the feedback network of the operational

-"amplifiers,
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The compensated qystem Wal tescted, usilng Zhe, setup, showvn imn
Fignre 17. A worse case fly-by-Wap -po vided 'by the ~cover, folpoe As_
an input. One akis was tested at a tirnb. Figure 18 ,shows. the amgul-ir
velocity plot and the-,ertor in anguar position as a functidn- of Vtxxe-
resuiting from a sirmulated worse -case--fly-by -for the azimuth axis. A
simulated angular position fly-by was used on the eleVation akia. The
ang'dar -position and, the resultant -angular position er~br as. a, Innctibiinr of time Are shown in Figure 19. A- brief test was conducted :t determinie
the effect of dither on the tracking error of- both axes, The dither -pigna1'
was put into the system as an input to amplifiers nine and eighteena

ij showin-in Figure 1?.

Another test was conducted to, establish the -maximurn gain that could
be used-without designing new compensation netwurks. this tst-iticlu~ed

-, changing the sett:-ng on potentiometers three and five (Figure 17). 'the
tracking err-3r was checked forincreased gains, and a discussion ofthe,II results is contained in Secticn VMI.
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Section VIII. RESULTS AND COMCLUStOIS

j The NIKE-AJAX mount can be modified to track to less thar-
1-milliradian orrorusing an input such as the fly-by. If the mount is

' ;,not in excellent operating condition, valuable time can be wasted in try-
ing to obtain a mathematical model of the system. Figure 18 shown that
a maximum tracking error of 0.9 of a milliradian can, be, expected for

2 "the azimuth axis. Figure 19 indicates that the elevation axis' maximurn
tracking error is similar to the azimuth axis' error.

Dither did not improve the performance noticeably for either axis.
If smaller tracking errors were required, then dither might become
necessary.

An increase in the loop gain does increase the tracking accuracy.
However, the system has a high frequency oscillation Which occurs when

V the loop gain is increased much above 500. This is probably due to a
resonant peak which is normally well below the 0-decibel line but,
as the loop gain is increased, the peak rises and, at some value of gain,
actually goes above the O-decibel line.

If time is available in the future, further testing could be conducted
to determine the actual system .specification. However, the system per-
forms well enough with the present compensation to produce the required
accuracies for the present program, and no further tests are necess -y
at this time.

The compensation design discussed here was for the mount alone.
If other system dynamics are introduced by an automatic tracking, loop,
then this design will not yield the same results. For such cases, a new
compensation network design would probably be requized .
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If the mount must travel through 44,angle oftapproximately 160
f degrees, the various geared pote-tiometer outputs are of lithe value.

These Sears were found to have backlash which also made their use
undesirable. Direct, coupled potentiometers were used to help mihi-nize,
the system nonlinearities. The old synchros were not, needed, and so
they were removed.

One point worth further discu.aion concerning the direct coupled
potentiometer involves the azimuth mechanical design. If a potentiom-
eter is connected to the battom of the siiprng e i

checking the cylinder mechanical mounting, several degrees of backlash
may result. The cylinder was required to follow the mount in ,the origi-
nal NIKE-AJAX system, but only roughly. A potentiometer may be
mounted directly to the elevation axis without backlash problems. How-
ever, the- elevation axis was stiff on the mount used for this program
because of plastic bearings used On this akis. It was necessary to add
an adjustable voltage of, 400 cps (of proper phaoe) to the preamplifier
input to obtain a proper balance. To reduce the noise in the. mount
electronics, all unused inputs to the angle modulator were removed.

It is important that the large, resistor capacitor time constants of
{ , -- the angle modulator input networks are, checked, to determine if the long

tinie constants will. interfer e with the desired bandwidth specification.
In the particular case discussed here, all of the capacitors, were removed,
and a smaller va.ue capacitor was inserted in order to reduce the noise
content of the output.

To prevent operation of the preamplifiers in their nonlinear region,
potentiometers were installed between the aLglie modulator output and
the preamplifier input.

Jacks were installed on the angle modulator and preamplifier chassis
to allow observation of signals necessary for proper system adjustment.

The fiament circuits were wired for two voltages on units which
otherwise were interchangeable. These were rewired for the same volt-
age -for both channels.

-The seleni'um rectifiers used in the 28 volts dc powex supply mal-
functioned and were replaced. by silicon diodes.
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Many of the relay circuits were intermittent. The 30-se;ond timer
in the relay control circuit had a bad microswitch. Theqe problems
were corrected.

-i It was necessary to completely clean and to lubricate the azimuth
a-is' track and rollers. The elevation axis' plastic bearings were
cleaned and lubricated.

Care must be exercised at all times not to overdrive any part of the
systemo With all of the nonlinear problerms minimized, the practical
system will still contain enough nonlinear properties so that careful
design must be maintained.
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